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To Find Fabric and Patterns in this edition. 

 

Visit the Casual Elegance website … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

1. Click on Fabric or Patterns. 

2.  Click on a  Collection 

3.  Refer to general fabric and pattern categories listed for other products. 

 

 ALL pattern references are EXCUSIVELY Loes Hinse Design and Studio patterns. 

 

 

Wishing you happy  holidays! 

 

  Loes and Sharon 

Due to the late arrival of this    

edition, we will continue the 

“fabric sale” through the end       

of the year. 
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There is someone else to consider    

during this gift-giving season … 

 

YOU 

 

Whether it is needing a quick sweater to wear to an office party or indulging in fabric for 

your sewing passion, this is the time to purchase patterns and fabric for YOU! 

 

This has been a great year for new patterns. 

 

New and now favorites, we introduced the Madagascar Tank, the Rochelle Top, and 

the Andalusian Jacket—all Loes Hinse Studio patterns. See page 5. 

In case you haven’t bought these, now is the time! Give yourself the gift! 

 

We are showcasing a variety of knit fabrics—perfect for the 

holidays or for after the holidays. 

 

Loes is always  into scarves. What better gift can you make for yourself or someone else?

Quick and easy to do. Perfect for your busy life.  Decide on length and width, cut it out, roll 

hem the edges … and it is DONE!  Doesn’t get any easier or faster! We have pictures of Loes’ 

garments in her Studio showing her tops with a matching scarf. Pretty classy! 
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To Sharon from Santa …  

 

 Several years ago, I started a tradition in our 

family. I am not sure what thought originally ran 

through my mind, but it started an idea I still carry on.  

It started with cookbooks. I remember subscribing to 

a cookbook club that yearly published a Christmas edi-

tion. I guess maybe there also was a hidden thought—

if I give myself a gift, I will be sure to get something I 

really want!! Or maybe it was rationale for getting 

more cook books! That sounds a little self-indulgent, 

and I don’t like to think of myself that way. 

 Each Christmas the cookbook arrived unknown to anyone else other than my-

self. I always wrapped it up and placed it under the tree doing so when no one else 

was around! A gift has to have a name of the recipient as well as the giver. The first 

year of my self-indulgence, I remembered finding from the previous year a rather 

large (10” x 5”) adorable Santa gift tag with a large red bow. It had been on a gift to 

me from my husband—who at Christmas time refers to himself as Santa! It was so en-

dearing, I couldn’t throw it out. And even back then, we were into the idea of saving 

and reusing (now called re-purposing) some Christmas items. So the  large (10” x 5”) 

Santa gift tag with “To Sharon and From Santa” became part of the tradition. 

 For several years, the cook books kept coming, and Sharon kept wrapping and 

giving herself the Santa gift tag adorned gift. Somewhere along the line, my cook 

book subscription stopped. I think that was due to how many cook books can one fit 

on a shelf?  But, I couldn’t stop this gift tradition now embedded in our family celebra-

tion. So, I branched out. I do not remember everything I have given myself. And if I 

could, I won’t bore you with those details!  Be assured, the very large Santa gift tag 

and very large red ribbon bow still can be found under the tree attached to a gift I 

have given myself—every Christmas.   

 Enter grandchildren who were more or less into the Santa thing. When they 

were younger, they were always accepting of Grandma’s gift from Santa.  Now, the 

reality that Santa doesn’t slide down a chimney and distribute gifts has left them 

thinking my tradition is rather amusing and always ask before the holiday arrives if I 

have purchased myself ‘the gift’ from Santa. I could not discontinue my crazy tradi-

tion! Santa and his red ribbon is getting rather worn looking but always anxious to 

adorn that special package.   

 So buy yourself a gift—some patterns and fabric, wrap them up, and don’t worry 

if you don’t have a large Santa gift tag with a red ribbon. Come up with your own tra-

dition! I know you will! 

To:         Your name 

From:    Santa 
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Three new patterns from Loes Hinse Studio published in 2015— 

a perfect gift to yourself. Or a gift to a sewing friend. 

 

Andalusian Jacket 

Madagascar Tank Rochelle Top 
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BACALL TOP 

5211 

BIANCA TOP 

5208 

BOAT NECK TOP 

5205 

COWL TOP 

5203 

CRISS CROSS TOP 

5206 

$16 

  V NECK TUNIC 

5213 

  

  Loes Hinse’s great ‘top’ patterns 

     - all quick-to-sew 

     - all work perfectly with our current knit fabrics  

     - all from the Loes Hinse Design Collection 

PERFECT  TEE  

5214 

SWEATER  SET 

5201 

 

 

A tank top included in this   

cardigan pattern 
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Now let’s get some great knit fabric! 

  And to make the decision easier … it is on sale! 

 

 

 

Perfect for the holiday 

look! Or it doesn’t have 

to be worn during the       

holidays. It is great  

looking knit fabric to be 

worn anytime.  

 

On website: Black/White with Silvery Thread Knit 

 

 

What did Loes do with this fabric? 

 

      A Bianca with matching shawl 

 

The silvery thread is not evident in the       

picture, but it is there! 

 

Make the shawl: 

     Pick desired length and width 

OR 

  Loes used 80” length 

  and 24” width. Sometimes 

  she uses 12” width. 

 

 Roll edge around entire scarf—or    

 double serge—one row of serging on 

 top of another. (See page 12) 

Black microfiber pants—Oxford Pant Pattern or 

your choice. 
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More knit fabric—on sale 

 

 

 

 

On website: Black/White with         

Silvery Thread Knit 

 

 

 

 

 

The “wrong” side                                                              

is a beautiful blue 

with a heathery    

appearance. 

Use either side! 

 

 

 

 

 

What did Loes do?   

 

A Bianca with black and white side out               

and matching long shawl. 

 

Use any top pattern 

Black microfiber pants 

Oxford Pant pattern 

 

a bonus 
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Another “sparkly” knit 

for the holidays          

or anytime 

 

On website:  

Pale Gray Sweater Knit with 

Subtle Iridescent Threads 

 

 

Another Bianca with matching cowl. 

 The cowl is not attached! See next two pages for more how-to information. 

 

Note:   Loes usually uses her Bianca Top Pattern for her garment line.            

    However, any of Loes’ top patterns (see page 6) can be used. 
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Making a cowl ‘scarf’ is easy and very versatile. 

The Mediterranean top with two different knit fabrics … and a cowl scarf! 

 

Note:  Loes tea dyed two knit fabrics so they were close in color.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instruction on next page. Or use a mix/match of knits for this            

top and cowl. 
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How to make the cowl scarf 

 

You have options 

 * Use the Cowl Top pattern, Loes Hinse Design, with attached cowl neck. 

 * Use the Bianca Top or whatever top pattern you like and make a separate cowl. 

      * Make the Mediterranean Top (seen on previous page) with separate cowl. 

 * Make it any size you prefer. Below are instructions for measurements Loes used.       

 

The cowl can be made out of any knit fabric you choose.                                                          

Make it to match or make a basic color to wear with many different tops. 

 

Note:  For best results cut the fabric crosswise (selvage to selvage). 

 

1.  Cut piece of knit fabric 20” long (on grain—up and down) and 30” wide (cross grain      

  selvage to selvage). 

 

     

20’ 

30” 

5.  Right sides together, machine stitch back seam together. (20” side) Press raw   

 edges flat You now have a tube with one seam. This seam will be located at center back 

 of cowl.  

6.  Right side up, serge around both raw edges. (30” sides) 

7.  Wrong side up, serge again on top of previous serging on edges. 

8.  Rather than hemming bottom, do same serging technique as done on cowl. 

Note:  This serging technique gives a nice, finished edge. 

 

When wearing cowl, can fold serged edges under so they are covered. Or if desired,                  

wear with serged edges out matching top’s serged hem.  
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    A new fabric 

     Perfect for cooler weather 

      Black with ‘grayish/greenish’ thread 

       A great heathery look 

 

About the color:  Loes and Sharon have an ongoing color issue! Loes sees a zillion colors (she 

calls them complex). Sharon sees one color. Sharon thought this was black with gray heather 

boucle. Loes calls it black with ‘greenish’ heather boucle.  

And...she says it goes with everything! And it does! The Barcelona Jacket Pattern lengthened 

to below the knee. You can use any length. This is a great medium weight fabric to layer over 

other fabrics creating more warmth.  

  

 

P.S.                                      

This may be a Califor-

nia thing, as we—in 

most CA places—don’t 

need  heavy wool 

coats as needed in 

colder areas of our 

country! But when 

cool, this heavier bou-

cle knit layers well 

over another sweater 

or garment.  

 

This boucle blends 

beautifully with        

everything! 

Make it any length! 

 

On website:           

Black with greenish/

gray boucle knit.  
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More Loes’ Bianca inspirations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On website:  Taupey Knit 

with Hint of Pink 

On website: Ivory Sweater Knit 

Also available: White textured with 

Scatter Black Specks 

On website:  Olive Rib Knit 

Also available: Black Rib Knit 

 

On website:  Tan Textured Knit 

If you don’t have a 5 thread serger, stabilize 

the back neckline. You may need to stabilize 

shoulder seams and arm holes from under 

arm to notch on each side. 

It is worth the extra effort.  

 

And make that scarf to match!! 
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Now choose some  patterns and fabrics to 

put under your tree … or a friend’s.  

 

 

All garment inspirations found in this      

edition are easily doable … even at the last 

minute! Or as suggested, make something for later when the holidays 

are over, you will love wearing any of these knits. 

 

 

Next edition …. 

Loes’ new version of the Boat Neck Top and V Neck Tunic! 

And of course, there will be more! 

©  2015    The Look is created and published by Loes Hinse and Sharon Lyon.  

Loes Hinse Studio, Loes Hinse 

San Carlos Square, between 5th & 6th on San Carlos St. 

P.O. Box 1991 

Carmel, CA  93921 

P    831.620.1060 

Casual Elegance, Sharon Lyon 

P.O. Box 6453 

Chico, CA  95927 

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com     

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

 


